PRESENCE HEALING SESSIONS
I will be holding energy healing sessions based on a number of cutting-edge
healing modalities. Each session can be tailored made for you. You may
request the type of modality you desire or I can make a recommendation. If you
do not see something that resonates, please talk with me to see if there is
something else not presented that could help.
Description of Healing Modalities
Arcturian Healing Method is a healing method I have synthesized from all the
healing modalities I have studied and also inspired by the Divine and spiritual
beings from the star system Arcturus. The purpose of this session is to center
and balance any issue expressing itself on the physical, energetic, emotional,
mental, or spiritual levels. (1 hour)
Dimensional Analysis and Balancing (DAB) allows the client and myself to
look at any issue (illness, person, organ, relationship, business, etc) and
energetically diagnose what dimension and specifically up to 12 subdivisions on
that dimension that issue needs balancing. The second part of the session then
provides energetic and vibrational healing to center and balance those
affected dimensions. (1 hour or 2 hour options)
The Reconnection® is best suited for people who want a quantum shift and
acceleration forward in their life purpose. If you have never done the
Reconnection, this is a place to start since I have found it to be effective for
myself and clients in general. Highly recommended. 2 separate sessions,
spaced a day apart, are required. (1 hour; 2 sessions)
I have also trained in the following modalities: Access Bars®, VortexHealing®
Divine Energy Healing, Matrix Energetics®, Pranic Healing®, Quantum Healing
Hypnosis Therapy®, Reconnective Healing®, and Shamanic Healing.
Pricing:
$250/hr
The Reconnection is $333 both sessions included.
The above healing modalities are not meant to replace conventional medicine
and advice from your personal physician. Gene Ang is not a medical doctor and
makes no claims, promises or guarantees, and is neither diagnosing nor treating
specific health issues or challenges. These modalities should be used in
conjunction with regular medical care.

New Healing Offering: Dimensional Analysis and Balancing (DAB)
There is a new healing offering called Dimensional Analysis and Balancing (DAB)
which allow the client and myself to look at any issue (illness, person, organ,
relationship, business, etc) and energetically diagnose what dimension and
specifically which subdivisions on that dimension that issue needs balancing. The
second part of the session then provides energetic and vibrational healing to
center and balance those affected dimensions.
What are the different dimensions? The dimensions as defined by this system
are the physical, etheric, emotional, mental, causal, spiritual, and divine. For
example, in this session, we can see if an affected organ needs balancing on one
of these dimensions. Its symptoms may be arising on the physical level but the
cause is on one of these other dimensions. This energetic diagnosis will allow us
to see which dimension emanates the cause.
In addition, this energetic tool will allow a deeper analysis as to the subdivisions
that are affected at each dimension. For example, if the emotional dimension is
affected, we can further see 12 subdivisions on the emotional plane that could be
affected. This fine gradation can help pinpoint the exact level of the cause of the
problem. We can look at 3 physical sub-divisions, 9 etheric subdivisions, 12
emotional subdivisions, 12 mental subdivisions, 12 causal subdivisions, and 12
spiritual subdivisions. Overall, 60 subdivisions are analyzed in each work up.
Once we have this assessment, we center and balance those affected areas.
What you can expect out of this session:
-Analysis of 2 major issues or problems including illness, person, organ,
relationship, business, and more (1 hour)
-Balancing and centering of those affected dimensions and their affected
subdivisions.
-Permanent linkage to balancing elements for those issues or problems. Allows
for 24/7 balancing to occur for affected issues.
-In-depth information as to the cause of certain problems. Hard to heal issues
will benefit greatly by knowing exactly which dimension the cause emanates
from.
-for a more in-depth analysis (4 issues) and more intricate permanent linkage
diagram, the suggestion is a 2 hour session.
Cost $250/hr.

